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1. Introduction

TRD's long term programme of applied research into the performance and properties of 100%
cotton knitgoods has, to date, included studies of both double and single jersey structures
processed through a variety of different finishing routes.

In the single jersey programme plain knit fabrics produced from both singles and two-fold
yarn on three different gauges of knitting machine have already been evaluated. However, in
the double jersey programme we have so far relied entirely on two machines; 14 gauge rib
and 20 gauge interlock. Although from these data we have been able to construct potentially
useful computer models which enable predictions regarding finished fabric dimensions to be
calculated, obviously we need to examine at least one other gauge of machine per structure,
to confirm that there is no independent influence of machine gauge on fabric dimensions and
also to secure the slopes and coefficients of the equations.

With this in mind, therefore, it was decided to carry out trials on 28 gauge interlock as the
next step in extending the double jersey data base. This report covers the fabric production
details and the preliminary analysis of the grey fabric test results from these trials.

Part 1: Fabric Production

1.1. Introduction

Towards the end of 1980 the decision was taken to extend the double jersey studies to include
28 gauge interlock fabrics. From previous experience it had been agreed that a minimum of
15 qualities (3 yarn counts x 5 stitch lengths) was necessary to provide a sufficiently
comprehensive data base on which to develop the regression equations and, ideally, sufficient
fabric for processing through at least two different finishing routes would be required. Based
on a minimum requirement of approximately 50 metres per piece for finishing, calculations
regarding the amount of yarn which would be required were made and Courtaulds Northern
Spinning Division were contacted to supply the yarn. The yarn was delivered early in 1981
and was submitted to the laboratory for preliminary testing before knitting.

During 1981 there was neither time nor money available to proceed further with the project,
although some preliminary enquiries were made within the trade to find a company who
would be willing to provide knitting facilities for carrying out the project. In early 1982 the
decision was finally taken to proceed with the knitting and enquiries were again made to find
a suitable co-operator. Initially Corah had expressed a willingness to participate in this
project but after repeated attempts to formally arrange co-operation, without success, it was
eventually decided to take up the offer made by Courtaulds Research Group, Spondon, to use
their knitting facilities. Arrangements were therefore made with Mr. Brian Rushall, who at
that time was in charge of the knitting development unit, for IIC personnel to carry out the
knitting over a period of some five weeks during June and July 1982. The charge for the hire
of the knitting machine etc. was agreed at £40 for setting up plus £1.25 per kg of fabric
produced.

1.2. Machinery and Instrumentation

The characteristics of the knitting machine located at Spondon were as follows.

 28 gauge Kirkland DJK 48K, 2640 x 2 Needles

 30" Diameter, 48 Feeders (46 in use)
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 Running at 15 rpm and equipped with Trip Tape positive feed

 Setting on Interlock gating with a 3-needle delay.

Prior to starting the trials the Kirkland machine was equipped with a magnetic block and
sensor to enable course length measurements to be made, with our Welmstar Type RS100
electronic course length counter to keep quality control monitoring compatible with previous
trials.

Yarn run-in tensions were adjusted and monitored using our Schmidt Type 2 tension meter.

1.3. Knitting Plan

Following our standard 15-quality block system of 3 yarn counts x 5 stitch lengths the
knitting plan was arranged as shown in Table 1.

A common commercial specification, i.e. Ne 1/60 at a stitch length of 0.248 cm (M&S
specification for dresswear) was taken as a starting point but, as this was already towards the
tight end of the knitting range, the stitch lengths were incremented in 5% divisions, one
tighter and three slacker than the standard quality. The yarn counts chosen were incremented
by 10 English counts to cover as wide a range of tightness factors as possible.

The order of knitting was carried out as shown in Table 2, changing yarns in preference to
quality where possible.

1.4. Yarn

The yarn was ordered from Courtaulds Northern Spinning Division:

Ne 1-50 combed quality TX, Z twist

Ne 1-60 combed quality TX, Z twist

Ne 1-70 combed quality TX, Z twist

Delivered waxed on cones with a twist factor of 3.6.

After the yarn had been delivered, samples were submitted to the laboratory for preliminary
testing, e.g. count, twist, friction against steel, single end strength, extension at break and
twist liveliness, before knitting.

Preliminary Yarn Testing

Table 3 gives the results of the preliminary yarn testing. The results indicated that all the yarn
as delivered was not as close to specification as we would have liked in terms of yarn count
and twist factor - the Ne 1/60 was 4% out on count and the Ne 1/50 and 1/60 were 8% and
6% out on twist factor respectively. Because of the relatively small quantities of yarn
involved we were not convinced that the situation would have been significantly improved by
requesting replacement. Therefore the decision was taken to continue the exercise accepting
the yarn as delivered.

Friction against steel, strength, and extension were within acceptable tolerances.

The results for twist liveliness cannot be commented on at this stage as the test method is still
under development.
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Yarn Faults

It was not practical to keep a comprehensive record of yarn faults during this trial, primarily
because it was not always possible to properly distinguish specifically between yarn-related
faults and those which were caused by the general condition of the knitting machine.
However, the overall impression was that the Ne 1-50's seemed to cause more problems than
the other two counts.

General Yarn Performance & quality

The general performance/quality of the yarn was adequate, although it would probably be
unfair to be too critical as it is not really possible to say how much the general condition of
the knitting machine contributed to the knitting problems which were encountered. A general
comment can however be made regarding fly which did seem to be slightly excessive. The
consequence was the need for frequent stops for the purpose of cleaning down the machine to
avoid an excessive fabric fault rate, which would have resulted due to loose fly blocking
feeder holes etc.

1.5. Fabric Production

The original plan allowed for 105 metres of each quality to be produced in two pieces. Piece
No. 1 was to be 55 metres long, allowing 5 metres for grey testing, and Piece No. 2 was to be
50 metres long, and the yarn was ordered against estimates for fabric weight for each quality.
After the first piece had been completed and weighed however, the calculations were
rechecked and due to a slight underestimate in the original calculations, particularly for the
Ne 1-50's, it was found necessary to reduce the total yardage per quality by 10 metres to
ensure that there would be sufficient yarn available to complete the trial. Consequently, the
full pieces available for further processing are all approximately 45 metres long.

For the same reason, i.e. the need to conserve as much as possible wastage on the Ne 1-50's,
the order of knitting the final six pieces was reversed. Instead of changing quality from 0.273
to 0.287 on Ne 1-50's, the Ne 1-70's was put up before the quality was changed.

Both these remedial steps allowed the full programme to be completed. although with very
little yarn left over.

Production Data & Quality Control

All quality control and production measurements recorded during the course of the knitting
are listed on the production data charts given in Table 4.

Course Length

The course length target figure for each piece was calculated from the nominal stitch length
multiplied by the number of needles in the machine cylinder. The course length figures
quoted for the beginning and end of each piece are mean results of several readings taken
over at least five feeders, selected at random around the machine.

On this particular machine the variation in run-in between individual feeders was quite
marked, probably in the order of at least ± 1%. Therefore, although the mean readings did
not vary very much from target (Figure 1), with the exception of piece one, the overall
variability in stitch length may be somewhat higher than we have experienced in previous
trials.

Courses /3cm off Machine

This measurement was intended only as a quick ready reckoner to enable the number of
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machine revolutions necessary to produce the required length of fabric to be calculated.

After each quality/yarn change a piece of fabric was taken from the machine and allowed to
relax free of tension for several minutes. Courses /3cm were then measured, converted to
C/cm, and the figure used to calculate machine revolutions.

Revs = 2 x C/cm x 100 x 50 / No. of Feeders

NB: Two feeders are required to produce 1 visible course of interlock fabric.

Courses /3cm

As an additional production/quality control measurement the courses /3cm are usually
measured at the beginning and end of each piece, centrally above the take-down rollers.

In this instance however it was not practically possible to make this measurement primarily
due to the design of the machine. Therefore it was omitted.

Yarn Tension

Normally at the beginning of each piece the yarn input tension is checked, adjusted where
necessary, and maintained throughout the production at between 3-5g.

On this particular machine the yarn input tension was particularly sensitive to temperature.
For example, first thing in the morning when the machine was cold the tension could rise to
10g+ and had to be adjusted back to between 3-5g and then readjusted as the machine
warmed up. Consequently, run-in tensions were checked at least every hour during
production to ensure that they were maintained as consistently as possible.

Piece Identification

Each piece was marked at the beginning and end with a piece identification code.

e.g. Code: I28/1-60/248/1

Decode: Interlock, 28 gauge/ Ne 1-60/ Stitch length 2.48 mm/ Piece No. 1.

In addition to the code which is written on each piece, each piece also has a pink piece ticket
attached to it. On these are written the location of the trials, i.e. Spondon, the piece
identification code, the weight of the piece and any knitting comments, for example any faults
in the fabric which need to be noted by the finishers.

Fabric Faults

Any holes created in the fabric during knitting were mended to avoid processing problems
during finishing and noted on the piece tickets.

General Comments

Certainly some of the knitting problems encountered during our stay at Spondon were due in
part to the general condition of the knitting machine which was perhaps not as well
maintained as it could have been. For example, quite a lot of re-needling was required at the
start of the trials, to try and improve the overall appearance of the fabric and to remove the
more obvious needle lines.

On some qualities there was a problem with cutting, although this was normally resolved by
adjusting the take-down tension. Also, on the slacker qualities there was a problem with drop
stitches, especially along the stretcher board edges. Again most of the problem could be
corrected by adjustments to the take-down tension but the knitting technician who was
assigned to assist us mentioned that drop stitches were a known problem on this machine
especially on slack qualities.
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Overall, however, there were no serious mechanical problems with the machine and the
fabrics were produced satisfactorily.

After the trials were completed, the Welmstar sensor and block were removed from the
machine and brought back to TRD along with the residue of the yarn and all the fabric. The
grey fabric test pieces were then submitted to the laboratory for evaluation.

Details of the weight of yarn knitted were given to Mr. Brian Rushall for invoicing.

1.6. Acknowledgements

We would like to record our appreciation to Mr. Brian Rushall for allowing us to use the
facilities of the Spondon Research Group for these trials, and to Mr. Lou Glenn, the knitting
technician assigned to assist us, for his time and co-operation.

Part 2: Grey Fabric Test Results And Preliminary Analysis

2.1. Introduction

Although previous experience has taught us that grey-relaxed dimensions are not necessarily
a reliable indicator of a fabric's finished dimensions, usually they are all that are available. In
this instance, however, we have the benefit and experience of the results of the 20 gauge
interlock programme on which to draw and we would like to be able to use the STARFISH
model to predict the finishing targets for the 28 gauge fabrics.

An examination of the grey data is therefore doubly important before finishing trials get
underway. Firstly, to establish the actual stitch length in the fabrics, as this is a primary input
for STARFISH, and how closely this corresponds to the nominal, target figures. Secondly, to
assess the general trends to see if they follow those of the 20 gauge fabrics. Thirdly, to
compare the results with the existing predictions based on the 20 gauge results and, finally, to
check whether it is possible to improve the correlation by combining the data from both trials
as this may improve our ability to set more accurately the finishing targets for the 28 gauge
fabrics.

2.2. Comparison of Stitch Length Measured on the Machine with that Measured in the
Fabric in the Laboratory

Figure 1 confirms that the stitch length recorded by the Welmstar run-in meter going into the
fabric was essentially the same as the target figure. However, to confirm that the stitch length
in the fabric as measured in the laboratory was also essentially the same, these figures have
also been compared.

Figure 2 shows the linear regression analysis of the data from on-machine estimates for stitch
length and those measured in the fabric in the laboratory. Although there is a high degree of
correlation, as indicated by the r2 figure of ~0.99, the line does not pass through or close to
the origin, which would have been expected if there were no difference between the two sets
of measurements. Figure 3 illustrates this point more clearly. The estimates for stitch length
from the fabric are, in all but one case, higher than the nominal or target figure which has
already been shown to be the same as that recorded on the machine.

Table 5 examines this point in a different way. The mean % differences between the target
and on-machine measurements and the on-machine and laboratory measurements have been
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calculated. The former confirms that there is essentially no difference between target and on-
machine estimates for stitch length, but the latter shows that the stitch length as measured in
the fabric is higher than that recorded during knitting by approximately 1.5%. Figure 4
illustrates this last point graphically.

For the 28 gauge, although generally the variation in the results is better than ±1% (the
published accuracy of the instrument) the mean is approximately 1.5% greater than target,
whereas for the 20 gauge, which are included here for comparison, the results indicate an
opposite trend. The mean measurements of stitch length are very close to target but the
variation or scatter is generally larger.

These results would therefore seem to indicate that our Welmstar course length meter may be
out of calibration by approximately 1.5% (i.e. 1.5% more yarn is being fed into the fabric
than the readings would suggest), whereas the Welmstar instrument used for the 20 gauge
trials, which belonged to the company where the knitting was carried out, was in much closer
calibration, although the overall variability was higher.

The other important point to be made as a result of these observations is that it would be
unwise in the context of our own 28 gauge fabrics to use the nominal stitch length as an input
for the model when making predictions for finishing, as this would immediately build in an
error of 1.5% on stitch length in the as-knitted fabric.

If, after further investigation, our Welmstar instrument is confirmed to be out of calibration, it
may be advisable to have it recalibrated by the manufacturers although it is of course always
possible to introduce a correction factor when it is being used.

2.3. Fabric Test Results and General Trends

Table 6 lists the full fabric test data as reported by the laboratory, and Figures 5-10 illustrate
some of these results, for relaxed dimensions, as a function of the grey-relaxed stitch length.

The general trends for courses, wales, weight, thickness and shrinkage follow those already
established in previous trials and can be confirmed by consulting the relevant Research
Records.

To summarise:

 Courses and wales per unit length increase as stitch length decreases.

 Weight increases as stitch length decreases and yarn count gets heavier.

 Thickness increases as stitch length increases.

 Length shrinkage increases as stitch length increases.

 Width shrinkage decreases as stitch length increases.

2.4. Comparison with STARFISH Predictions for 20 Gauge Interlock

Table 7 and Figure 11 illustrate the result of using the STARFISH model, based on 20 gauge
fabrics, to predict the dimensions of the 28 gauge fabrics in their grey-relaxed condition.

The inputs for the model were stitch length averaged over yarn counts, as measured in the as-
received grey fabric, and the actual yarn count measured from the cone before knitting.

At first glance the output of the model in terms of courses, wales and weight would seem to
correspond reasonably closely to the actual measurements. However, on closer study a few
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salient points emerge. The changes in stitch length and yarn tex predicted by the model do
not correspond very closely to those observed by the laboratory and although the prediction
for courses is indeed generally quite close, the predicted wales are consistently higher than
those observed. Weight is predicted less accurately for the finer yarns.

To investigate this point further a regression analysis along the lines carried out for the 20
gauge data was performed on the 28 gauge results. Figures 12-23 illustrate the results for tex,
stitch length, courses, wales, weight and stitch density: The equivalent graphs illustrating the
20 gauge results are included to enable direct comparisons to be made.

From an examination of these results the reason for the discrepancies becomes immediately
apparent. Although individually the equations for each gauge describe their own data very
well it is clear that the slopes are incorrect if either one is applied to the other. This is perhaps
most obvious with the tex and l regressions, and explains why the predicted changes in tex
and l become less correct as the yarn becomes finer and stitch length shorter. Courses could
be quite accurately described by the 20 gauge equation but there is apparently a much more
significant effect of yarn count in the finer fabrics. However, for wales the slopes are quite
different with again a more pronounced effect of yarn count in the 28 gauge fabrics. Weight
is not too dissimilar as indeed neither is Stitch Density, S, but this is perhaps due to a
compensatory effect in the changes between courses and wales.

Although the individual equations for each gauge do not permit accurate extrapolation, the
general trends of the individual results do suggest that it may be possible to produce a set of
equations which would adequately describe both sets of data. Consequently, the analysis was
repeated on the combined 20 and 28 gauge data.

2.5. Analysis of the Combined 20 and28 Gauge Data

Figures 24-29 illustrate the results of the analysis of the combined data for tex, stitch length,
courses, wales, weight and stitch density. Table 8 gives the equations and the individual
coefficients for both the 20 gauge and 28 gauge separately and also the combined analysis.

In all but one case, that of weight, by calculating the regression coefficients using both sets of
data the r2 is the same or improved, and even in the case of weight the slight loss in
correlation with the individual 28 gauge results is compensated for by the improvement in the
20 gauge correlation.

These results are therefore significant. If the 20 gauge equations for grey fabrics cannot
adequately describe the changes in 28 gauge grey fabric it is also unlikely that the changes in
finished dimensions will be accurately predicted. An examination of the finished relaxed data
for 20 gauge Interlock in conjunction with the combined equations for grey fabric may
therefore prove to be a worthwhile exercise. By comparing the trend of these results it may
be possible to arrive at more accurate estimates for the finishing targets for the 28 gauge
fabric than are likely to be achieved from the 20 gauge model alone.

These results also serve to reconfirm the importance of including at least 2 gauges of machine
per structure, both to reduce any possible bias in the slopes of the equations and, in addition,
to eventually enable extrapolations to be made using the model with far greater security.

So far we have, with justification, kept the analysis of the different structures included in the
knitgoods programme separate. However, in terms of the two most important input
parameters for the model, tex and l, it may be possible to include all the data for combined
analysis as, in this way, if it were possible, an extremely wide range of values would then
already be available on which to develop very accurate equations. To test if this may be
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possible two plots were made comparing tex as-knitted against tex grey-relaxed, and stitch
length as-knitted against stitch length grey-relaxed.

Figures 30 & 31 are the results and include all the data from both the double and single jersey
trials, with the exception of the single jersey spirality trial. Although the regression
coefficients have not at this stage been calculated it would appear that, at least for changes
from as-knitted to grey-relaxed, it would not be unreasonable to attempt to develop universal
equations for tex and stitch length. The implication is that yarn shrinkage and weight loss
during the Reference Relaxation procedure are about the same regardless of fabric type, and
this possibility should be considered for inclusion in the second stage analysis.

2.6. Conclusions

1. From the evidence of the 28 gauge knitting trials it would appear that our Welmstar
course length counter may need recalibration.

In addition, because the stitch length in the fabric as measured in the laboratory is
approximately 1.5% higher than nominal it may be unwise to use the nominal values
when making predictions for these fabrics.

2. Although the general trends for 20 and 28 gauge fabrics are similar, predictions based on
the 20 gauge results alone do not describe the 28 gauge fabrics sufficiently accurately.
Neither do the equations developed from the 28 gauge data describe the 20 gauge fabrics
adequately.

3. On the evidence of the grey fabrics good correlation for both 20 and 28 gauge fabrics can
be obtained by developing equations using the combined data from both trials which, with
the exception of fabric weight, have r2 results the same or superior to those obtained using
the individual data.

4. As far as yarn count and stitch length are concerned, it may be possible to develop a set of
universal equations which describe equally accurately the changes in those two
parameters in interlock, rib, and plain single jersey structures.
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